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BUILT FROM INSPIRATION.
DESIGNED FOR LIFE.

Las Vegas/
Laughlin

Southern
California

Dallas/
Ft. Worth

702.684.7041 • harmonyhomes.com

Each Harmony home strives to be all things in balance—design, 
ambiance, originality. All so the buyer who chooses one feels as if it were 
made especially for them. Buy smart. Buy Harmony.

Discover The Harmony Experience

The experience says it all. In the cycle of 
life, the quest for harmony is an abundant 
one and a gem in the world of reality. 
With harmony as its backbone and quality 
craftsmanship and expertise as a treasured 
asset, Harmony Homes has evolved into a 
shining addition in many homebuilding 
markets, with one simple mission – to build 
buyer-inspired homes.

Harmony Homes challenges the perception 
of the standard home by developing home 
designs that adapt to our buyers’ changing 
lifestyles. Whether this is your first, last, or 
somewhere in between, you will be sure to 
find a home you will cherish forever. Home 
seekers will discover Harmony Homes’ 
exclusive and distinguishing designs color 
each community, giving each a sense of 
identity and presence. Our buyers have 
inspired us to create homes for livability 
which will bridge the gap between form and 
function. Our homes are efficiently designed 
to maximize useable square footage and 
give homeowners intricate styling and a 
spacious ambiance that they want to come 
home to.

A seamless blend of handoffs through your 
entire home buying experience is what 
Harmony Homes has pledged itself to. There 
are many key milestones you will experience 
through your home buying journey. It starts 
in the sales office to the interior design to 
construction of your home to the lender 
and ends with the presentation of your keys. 
We will be there to guide you through each 
touch point ensuring an efficient, relaxed 
and harmonious experience for each and 
every buyer.

What makes Harmony Homes so unique is 
that not only do our professionals possess 
valuable knowledge and experience from 
working for public and private home 
builders across the United States, every 
member of the Harmony Homes team is 
essentially our customer. Simply put, we 
build homes that we want to live, work and 
raise a family in. It is from this  
internal vision that we are  
inspired by you, to build homes  
that last for generations.
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Volume one

Buyer Inspired... 
Harmony Homes Caters to You

Our mission is inspiration - to be inspired by 
quality, efficiency, originality, and most of all 
by you, our buyer. Delivering high-quality 
new homes in scenic areas with a sense 
of community spirit, we listen to you and 
create a joint vision. 

It’s a vision that encompasses experience, 
the utmost in customer care, exceptional 
value and desirable residential locations. 
This Vision has led Harmony Homes to set 
its sights on the horizon and become poised 
as a leading premiere new homebuilder in 
Nevada, California, and Texas.
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